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Following the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant accident, concern about the radioactive
contamination of the environment by %Sr has increased considerably, since it was a main fission
product in such event and has a relevant contribution to the internal dose. Three stages are
involved in the determination of '"Sr in environmental samples: sample attack, radiochemical
separation (of both MSr and its progeny '"Y) and finally measurement. The most time-consuming
step is sample dissolution, usually performed by acid attack, given that nowadays radiochemical
separation can be easily performed: by liquid-liquid extraction procedures in the case of 90Sr, and
with immobilised crown ethers in resins in the case of'"Y. New instruments with very stable and
ultra-low-level background allow now to use significantly shorter measurement times

For the determination of wSr, the introduction of microwave-assisted digestion methods has
improved acid attack by drastically decreasing both digestion time and the volume of acidic
reagents. Recent studies describe many applications of microwave-assisted methods for the
determination of inorganic and organometallic compounds in several matrices. We have recently
studied the microwave-assisted digestion of soils for the '"Sr determination, one of the firsts
papers dealing with microwave digestion of radionuclides (J.M. Torres et al., Analytica Chimica
Acta, in press).

The presented work extends the application of microwaves for the '"Sr determination to other
environmental samples such as sediments, vegetation and milk. An open-focused microwave
system, which accepts large samples intakes usually required for radioanalytical chemistry due to
the low level content of radionuclides in environmental samples, was used This system can handle
up to 10 g of sample intake which, in many cases, is enough to have acceptable limits of
detection. Different digestion procedures are optimised for each matrix studied, paying special
attention to the microwave power, the time of digestion and the volume of acidic reagents Once
the sample is in solution a new separation procedure using a specific resin —Sr. Spec— is applied
and the measurement is performed by liquid scintillation. The results obtained are compared with
a previously optimised method based on liquid-liquid extraction of ""Y and Cerenkov radiation
measurement.

Microwave-assisted digestion of environmental samples, together with the application of new
separation procedures, proved to be very good mean for ""Sr determination in environmental
matrices, shortening the analysis times, lowering the amount and number of acids to be used.
Moreover, the automated instrumentation requires less supervision by the analyst.
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